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These days, it seems like everybodyâ€”male, female, young, and oldâ€”wants a tattoo. But choosing

the right design isnâ€™t always easy. Tattoo Johnny to the rescue! Culled from the worldâ€™s

leading tattoo Web site, this in-depth resource offers more than 1,000 designs in a wide range of

styles, all by renowned artists: angels, devils, flowers, pirates, pin-ups, religious images, stars,

zodiac signs, and more. Whether readers are getting their first tattoo, or a second, third, or tenth,

this is the ideal place to find the perfect pattern.
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Tattoo Johnny is the largest supplier of designs to professional tattoo studios around the world.

I don't see how anyone could give this book anything but 5 stars at this price. Are there better tattoo

books out there? Absolutely! Are there cheaper tattoo books out there? Maybe?(but they will be in

Chinese) But, I highly doubt that there is a better tattoo book out there for even half the price.Most

really good quality tattoo art books cost over a hundred dollars and this is not that type of book in

the least. It is the type of tattoo art book that you can let young half drunk clients look through

without having to worry about your investment. For less than ten dollars, it is practically disposable!If

you are in any way interested in or associated with tattoos, get yourself this book.For less than ten

dollars you get a nice little book with tons of decent designs in different styles and catagories.I just

wish they would release more of these books at the same price! Yeah, I'm talking to you Johnny!

This tattoo book is amazing it has great colorful detailed pages of different varieties of tattoos. I



bought it along with a tatto kit for my son's 19th birthday and he couldn't wait to start practicing. I

prefer books over the internet any time. Flipping through pages is so much better than scrolling

down..lol just my opinion. You will love all the beautiful art in this book as well and you defiantly

can't beat the price any where. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS TATTOO ART

BOOK!!Ã°ÂŸÂ‘ÂŒÃ°ÂŸÂ‘Â•Ã°ÂŸÂ‘Â•Ã°ÂŸÂ’Â«

I bought this thinking it was a coloring book but I don't care. It is a beautiful, well crafted book. Now I

want a tattoo.

Just got my book today and it's awesome!!! I'm in love with it. It's exactly as described and

advertised. A deff must for art lovers of all kinds!!

Very nice art work. I do not use it for tatts. I tansfer them to B/W for engraving and etching. Seems

to work well!

Perfect for a friend in jail. I love this product. It amazes me the simplicity of use and the all around

amazing design and function. I highly recommend it to anyone who is shopping around. I find the

price was just right and had to purchase it when i did. the design and the quality of the product is

awesome. 5 stars easy and would totally recommend to my own mother. Wow. Just wow.

This books has helped my drawings tremendously and inspired some tattoo ideas.

Tons of great designs. A good buy for the price!
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